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Meteorologists

The weather can be hard to predict. One day it might be sunny, and the next day it might be cloudy. Some 
scientists study the weather and look for patterns. They are called meteorologists. They try to predict what the 
weather will be. They are wrong sometimes. But most of the time their forecasts are correct. 
 
Many people use weather predictions. The daily forecast can help people decide what to wear. Airports use them 
to see if planes can fly safely. Farmers look at weather patterns to help them decide what to grow. These are some 
of the ways that people use forecasts. 
 
Meteorologists are part of the atmospheric science field. There are many areas for meteorologists to work in. 
Broadcast meteorologists are the most well known. They give forecasts to the public on television and radio. 
Climate scientists study historical patterns. They look at long term changes in climate. Research meteorologists 
create new ways to collect data, observe, and forecast weather. Weather forecasters create models to predict  
the weather. 
 
Meteorologists measure properties of the atmosphere. Meteorologists can use computers models to analyze data. 
They produce weather maps and graphics. And they prepare weather forecasts. 
 
Meteorologists often work in teams. A college degree in meteorology is needed for most positions. Weather can 
change at any time. So, shift for meteorologists cover all 24 hours in a day. A lot of research is done in offices and 
labs. Sometimes they go out in the field. They observe the weather from the ground or from aircraft. 
 
Good meteorologists have strong math skills. They use math to make models to forecast the weather. Critical-
thinking skills are also crucial. They have to analyze their computer models. Meteorologists need strong speaking 
skills. They often explain their findings to others. Writing skills are needed to make reports for their research. 
 
Meteorologists use many tools. They use instruments and computer programs. Radar systems help monitor the 
weather. Sensors and weather balloons can collect data. Meteorologists gather a lot of information. They use 
graphics to show their research. 
 
Weather conditions always change. Meteorologists will always try to predict these patterns. 
 
Reflect:

1. What is one interesting aspect of this career?

2. Is this a career you are interested in? Why or why not?

3. How could you learn more about this career?
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